Newsletter
of TRAN Committee meeting with remote participation of April 2020

Editorial by Karima Delli
Dear colleagues and friends,
The latest TRAN committee meetings were, for the first time
ever, held remotely. Despite all the problems that could be
expected, I am glad to report that it was an unmitigated
success.
Whereas the ongoing COVID-19 crisis affected all areas of our
lives and economy, the transport and tourism sectors were,
inevitably, particularly affected.
It was therefore of utmost importance that I devote our first two remote TRAN meetings to an extensive
debate on this crisis, with both Commissioners in charge of transport and tourism: first, Internal Market
Commissioner Thierry Breton, and then Transport Commissioner Adina-Ioana Vălean.
Tourism bore the full brunt of the crisis and will likely be the slowest to recover. Our TRAN Members have
been calling on the Commission to put forward an action plan for rescuing the tourism sector, and to establish
a mechanism for crisis management. Our discussion with Commissioner Breton on a sector-specific recovery
plan and a strategy for the upcoming months showed that this is a good opportunity to join forces in helping
the tourism sector to recover and reinvent itself to become more sustainable.
On the transport side, the EU’s immediate focus was to keep the supply chains going across the EU while
keeping citizens safe, as Commissioner Valean stressed during our debate. As the next step, the whole
transport sector needs a well prepared common exit strategy with coordinated measures among Member
States for reopening borders, so as to avoid the go-it-alone modes that prevailed at the start of the pandemic.
The Parliament has acted swiftly to adopt legislation temporarily alleviating airlines from the ‘use-it-or-loseit’ rule for slots, and will look at further emergency measures put forward by the Commission to help the
sector in the coming days and weeks.
Last but not least, I am glad that after working for several years on the social and market access files of the
Mobility Package I, we are now close to the finish line by initiating the second reading procedure, which ought
to be finalized before the summer break.
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In this edition...






21 April
Common Aviation Area Agreement EU and Jordan /
Georgia / Israel
Common Aviation Area Agreement EU and Republic of
Moldova
Protocol amending the Common Aviation Area
Agreement EU and Moldova to take account of the
accession to EU of Croatia
Agreement EU and China on civil aviation safety
Commissioner Breton, Tourism and Digital Services

 Mobi-Pack:

28 April

o Driving times, rest periods and tachographs
o Posting of drivers
o Market access
 E-freight information
 Commissioner Vălean, Transport

21 April

Common
Aviation
between the EU and:
Votes

Area

Agreement

Tourism and Digital Services

Visit of Commissioner Breton
The TRAN Committee welcomed Commissioner
Thierry Breton, in charge of the Internal Market.

Jordan and Georgia
o Rapporteur: Andris Ameriks (S&D)
o Vote in plenary: tbc

In his introductory words, the Commissioner stressed
the “top priority” he gave to Tourism. To that end, he
proposed that a European Tourism Summit be
organised in September/October 2020, if the health
situation so permits. The aim is to reflect together on
the crisis aftermath and to build a roadmap towards
sustainable, innovative and resilient European tourism.

Israel
o Rapporteur: Andor Deli (EPP)
o Vote in plenary: tbc
The three air agreements were voted with 47 in favour,
0 against, 0 abstention.

Common
Aviation
Area
Agreement
between the EU and the Republic of
Moldova and Protocol amending the
Common
Aviation
Area
Agreement
between the EU and Moldova to take
account of the accession to the EU of
Croatia

Votes
o Rapporteur: Roberts Zīle (ECR)
o Vote in plenary: tbc
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Both air agreements were voted with 47 in favour, 0
against, 0 abstention.

The tourism industry is one of the sectors most
affected by the measures adopted to contain the
COVID-19 pandemic. According to figures put forward
by the Commissioner, the revenue losses for 2020 in
the EU are at least 50% for hotels and restaurants, 70%
for tour operators and travel agencies and 90% for
cruise lines and airlines.

Agreement between the EU and the
Government of the People's Republic of
China on civil aviation safety
Vote
o Rapporteur: Tomasz Piotr Poręba (ECR)
o Vote in plenary: tbc

It is the most fragile fabric of our economy that is
affected today. Mr Breton lamented, pointing out that
tourism represented 3 million European businesses,
90% of which are very small and most of which have
fewer than 10 employees.

The air agreement was voted with 47 in favour, 0
against, 0 abstention.
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The TRAN Committee MEPs did in fact call for specific
measures for tourism, more funding and enhanced
coordination. All Political Groups called on the
European Commission to present an action plan to
help the sector cope with the current crisis.

On the reopening of borders as well as on the specific
measures the Commission will take to deal with the
crisis in the immediate future. The Commissioner
addressed the main topics in his final speech. Tourism
should, in his view, be at the heart of the European
Green Deal, go digital and become more strategic.

Mr Breton explained that he was considering a twostep response. Responding to immediate needs “In the
very short term”, the EU intends to respond to the
immediate needs of businesses and provide them with
a “safety net” by ensuring that the sector will quickly
benefit from the various support measures already
announced. The Commissioner also supported the idea
of a dedicated budget line for tourism in the EU’s
Multiannual Financial Framework for 2021-2027.

28 April

Mobility Package I

Consideration of the recommendations in second
reading:
Members held and exchange of views on draft
recommendations for second reading on three social
and market access files of the Mobility
Package I. An informal agreement on three proposals
was reached with the Council in December. The
Council endorsed this agreement in its first reading
position, which is now back at the Parliament for a
formal confirmation in second reading. All three
Rapporteurs recommended endorsing the Council’s
first reading position without amendments, noting that
this package improves and clarifies EU social and
internal market rules for road transport.

In light of the current unprecedented crisis, his
ambition is to protect, transform, and help enable
European industry to meet the triple challenge of
green transformation, digitisation and the new
geopolitical order.

Driving times, rest periods and tachographs
o
o
o
o
Ms Delli, TRAN Chairwoman

Rapporteur: Henna Virkkunen (EPP)
Deadline of amendments: 12 May 2020
Vote in TRAN: 8 June 2020
Plenary: July 2020

Ms Virkkunen (EPP), the Rapporteur on the Driving
time and the rest periods/tachographs file, touched
upon some of the key points:
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The move towards a European industrial recovery plan
for all European industrial ecosystems, also known as
the 4th pillar of the EuroGroup or the ‘new Marshall
Plan’, is considered essential. Tourism would be a key
beneficiary of such a plan.

 the flexibility given to companies in organising
weekly rest periods for drivers in international
freight transport;
 the possibility for drivers to spend more time with
their families, as their work would be organised in
a way that they can take longer rest every 4 weeks
(or every three weeks in case the driver has taken
two consecutive reduced weekly rests);
 a ban on taking regular weekly rest in the cabin
together with fostering the building of safe and
secure parking areas via the secondary legislation,
would contribute to improving the working
conditions of the drivers;
 an inclusion of light commercial vehicles above
2,5 t into the scope of the Regulation would help
increase road safety; and finally
 an ambitious, however realistic timeline for the
introduction of "smart" tachographs will improve
the proper enforcement of this legislation.

In order to bring together all the players around the
same set of objectives, it is important to pool efforts
from which a new governance model could emerge,
bringing together the work of the Parliament’s Tourism
Task Force, the work of the European Ministers in
charge of Tourism and other more regional platforms.
The question of ‘vouchers’ for air passengers was
raised multiple times as well as questions touching on
the need for a specific budget line dedicated to
Sustainable Tourism on the Preparatory Action on
“Crisis Management Mechanism”.
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Posting of drivers
o
o
o
o

E-freight information

Rapporteur: Kateřina Konečná (GUE)
Deadline of amendments: 12 May 2020
Vote in TRAN: 8 June 2020
Plenary: July 2020

o
o
o
o

The Rapporteur on the posting file, Ms Konečná (GUE),
reminded that the aim of the proposal is to provide
improved legal framework in relation to application of
posting rules to highly mobile road transport sector.

The aim of the proposal is to set up a harmonised and
trustworthy European system for transport operators
to communicate electronically with public authorities.
After an informal agreement had been reached with
the Council in December on the text of this proposal,
Council’s Position had arrived in Parliament for a
formal confirmation in second reading.

She stressed that the Parliament managed to defend
its important priorities in the negotiations, including
provisions on ensuring fair competition between EU
and non-EU operators, and those on liability and
enforcement.

The Rapporteur, Mr Deli (EPP), presented his draft
recommendation, in which he recommended to accept
Council’s Position without amendments. All groups
indicated their support for the agreed text.

Furthermore, the agreed text would ease the
administrative burden, as it would provide for using
electronic means of communication, namely the
Internal Market Information System.

Visit of Commissioner Vălean, Transport
The pandemic has hit transport and mobility very hard
with travel restrictions that stopped airplanes, trains,
ferries and coaches and that stranded people from
their homes and provoked long queues at borders.

Market access
o
o
o
o

Rapporteur: Andor Deli(EPP)
Deadline of amendments: 12 May 2020
Vote in TRAN: 8 June 2020
Plenary: July 2020

Rapporteur : Ismail Ertug (S&D)
Deadline of amendments: 12 May 2020
Vote in TRAN: 8 June 2020
Plenary: July 2020

The Rapporteur on market access file, Mr Ertug (S&D),
explained that the aim of the proposal is to strengthen
and harmonise provisions regarding the access to the
market and to the profession of the road transport
sector.
He stressed that the Parliament managed to defend its
important priorities in the negotiations, including
provisions to fight the so-called letterbox companies,
ensure a level playing field between light commercial
vehicles and bigger trucks, tackle the phenomenon of
systematic cabotage and nomad drivers, as well as
enhance liability and enforcement.
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In her introductory speech, Commissioner Valean said
that her first focus was to keep goods supply chains
working across the EU while keeping citizens safe with
Green lanes to avoid congestion and delays,
recommendations for air cargo operations to ensure
timely delivery of essential medical supplies, and the
designation of ports to allow the safe change of sea
crews. Waiting times for hauliers at most borders is
now down to about 15 minutes.

Most Members who took part in the debate supported
the adoption of the package, viewing the agreed text
as the best compromise that could be achieved under
the circumstances, while stressing that fast adoption is
crucial in the current situation.
Other Members raised concerns about the impact of
the proposal, especially in the light of some of the
newly introduced provisions to the sector, and to
current climate ambitions. They indicated that they will
therefore table new amendments.

Aviation has been particularly hard hit, with the
number of flights falling by 90% within a few weeks.
Ms Valean thanked Parliament for adopting swiftly the
legislation to temporarily alleviate airlines from the
‘use-it-or-lose-it’ rule for slots.
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As regards compensation for flight cancellation, the EU
legal framework is clear: carriers have to offer
passengers the choice between rerouting and
reimbursement (or vouchers, but only with their
explicit agreement). In order to make vouchers more
attractive to consumers, Member States are
encouraged to secure them against insolvency.

maritime sectors, as well as a package on aviation
services, following rigorous impact assessments.
She also insisted on the need to adopt a solid MFF and
a recovery work programme and the importance to
invest in sustainable transport infrastructure for the
recovery of the economy as part of the Green Deal. The
Connecting Europe Facility would play a key role and
the Commission is ready to allocate all remaining
resources for this period quickly and be flexible
regarding ongoing projects, she said.

For all transport modes, the Commission has
encouraged Member States to use the full flexibility
foreseen under EU state aid rules, and has adopted a
new Temporary Framework to remedy the liquidity
shortage faced by companies.

A lively debate of almost two hours followed with
about 40 Members in total taking the floor, the big
majority of them remotely. A first round involved
coordinators using a “ping-pong” system and the
second round consisted of individual speakers.

The Commissioner announced a further package of
measures for all modes, some of which are to be
adopted by the College on 29 April and include:
extending the validity of certificates and licenses that
have expired during the outbreak; postponing the
transposition deadline of the 4th Railway Package and
allowing the possibility to adapt port infrastructure
charges or the rapid attribution of ground-handling
concessions.

In their interventions the Chair, Coordinators and most
Members insisted on the need for more coordination
of Member States measures in view of a progressive
de-confinement to avoid the unilateralism that
prevailed at the start of the pandemic.
They also called for more EU solidarity and dedicated
EU support to help the sector, including access to
liquidities for companies, guidelines for protection
measures for passengers and workers, in all transport
modes.

The Commission is also working on a set of
recommendations for the deconfinement of each
transport mode as a coordinated European approach
will be key to avoid fragmentation of the Internal
Market, discrimination, and disproportionate or
unilateral measures by Member States.

While welcoming the flexibility as regards state aids,
some expressed fear of competition problems
between supported companies in well-off Member
States and other companies in Member States
strangled by their financial problems.

Furthermore, the Commission intends to propose on 6
May an updated budget and work programme for an
economic recovery towards a more resilient, green and
digital EU.

Other questions were raised about the transport of
dangerous goods, the link between public money for
the recovery and the delivery of public goods.

It still plans to launch a strategy on sustainable and
smart mobility in 2020, taking into account the
recovery of the transport sector from COVID-19.
It will also come forward with two initiatives aimed at
promoting alternative fuels in the aviation and
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Next TRAN Committee meeting: planned draft agenda - To be confirmed
Monday 11 May 2020, 14.00-16.00



Exchange of views with Vice-President Frans Timmermans on the future of transport sector in the framework of
the Green Deal
COVID-19 relief measures related to transport, Presentation of recent proposals by the European Commission
(Deputy Director-General (Maja Bakran) or a Director)

Meeting room: JOZSEF ANTALL - room JAN2Q2 (on remote distance)

TRAN Committee meetings 2020 - To be confirmed
Wednesday 27/05/2020, 15.00-17.00
Thursday 28/05/2020, 10.30-11.00

Wednesday 28/10/2020 9.00-12.30
Wednesday 28/10/2020 14.30-18.30
Thursday 29/10/2020 9.00-12.30

Monday 08/06/2020, 10.00-12.00 and 17.00-17.30

Tuesday 10/11/2020 9.00-12.30
Tuesday 10/11/2020 14.30-18.30

Tuesday 23/06/2020, 10.00-12.00
Monday 13/07/2020 15.00-18.30
Tuesday 14/07/2020 9.00-12.30

Monday 30/11/2020 15.00-18.30
Tuesday 01/12/2020 9.00-12.30
Tuesday 01/12/2020 14.30-18.30

Wednesday 02/09/2020 9.00-12.30
Wednesday 02/09/2020 14.30-18.30
Thursday 03/09/2020 9.00-12.30
Thursday 03/09/2020 15.00-18.30

Useful links
TRAN website: https://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/tran/home/highlights
Policy Department Publication in the European Parliament: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/supporting-analyses.html
European Aviation Safety Agency newsletters: http://easa.europa.eu/communications/general-publications.php
European Railway Agency newsletters: http://www.era.europa.eu/Communication/Newsletter
European Maritime Safety Agency newsletters: http://www.emsa.europa.eu/news-a-press-centre/newsletters.html
SESAR Joint Undertaking news: https://www.sesarju.eu/news
Innovation& Networks Executive Agency: http://ec.europa.eu/inea/en
DG MOVE: https://ec.europa.eu/transport/home_en
Croatian Presidency of the Council: https://eu2020.hr/

Follow us on Twitter: @EP_Transport
For more information and to subscribe, please contact the TRAN Secretariat: tran-secretariat@europarl.europa.eu

The items contained herein are drafted by the secretariat of the TRAN Committee the European Parliament and are provided for general information purposes only.
The opinions expressed in this document are the sole responsibility of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the official position of the European Parliament.
This document may contain links to websites that are created and maintained by other organisations. The secretariat does not necessarily endorse the view(s)
expressed on these websites. ©
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